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. @ForeignAffairs  May/June 2019 issue is excellent an
timely. Great articles asking the right questions about 
future foreign policy & national security. Challenges some
of the status quo arguments I’ve been hearing.

May/June 2019
A collection of articles from the May/June 2019 issue of Foreign Affairs, including in-
depth analysis, commentary, and book reviews from experts in domestic and
foreign policy.

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/issues/2019/98/3

.@dandrezner piece is a great overview of the disaster America is in. Really well

written and like his note, “public opinion has ceased to act as a real constraint on

decision makers” - quite timely.

This Time Is Different
It is tempting to pin the degradation of U.S. foreign policy on President Trump and
his retrograde views, but the erosion of American power predated him by a good
long while.

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2019-04-16/time-different

.@KoriSchake has an excellent essay on what to do. Excellent counter establishment

thinking, “American Foreign policy elites persuaded themselves that the arc of history

bends toward liberal democracy..in fact it bends whichever way people wrench it.”
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Back to Basics
The United States doesn't need a radical foreign policy overhaul. The pillars of U.S.
strategy for the past 70 years—committing to the defense of countries that share
U.S. values or interests, expand…

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2019-04-16/back-basics

.@stephenWalt seems to be where my head is at, agree with return to realism. And

his note on foreign policy establishment “dominated by a highly networked caste of

insiders who are reluctant to judge one another lest they be judged themselves.” Nice

The End of Hubris
For all the talk of how U.S. foreign policy and the country’s place in the world will
never be the same after the presidency of Donald Trump, the best strategic road
map for the United States is a fa…

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2019-04-16/end-hubris

Whole issue is great & George Packer story on Holbrooke makes me want to read the

book

The Longest Wars
Richard Holbrooke helped normalize U.S. relations with China; served as U.S.
ambassador to a newly reunified Germany and then to the United Nations; and,
most famously, negotiated the 1995 Dayton pea…

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2019-04-16/longest-wars
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